Give your team the tool to bring their best ideas to life.

Elkhart’s powerful new EXM operating system. Enables you to solve tomorrow’s design challenges with today’s most advanced technology.

When your apparatus design team goes to the drawing board to begin specifying new equipment, the challenges aren’t limited to the present. The team needs to anticipate future needs as well. Reducing costs. Increasing efficiency. Incorporating the latest best practices for firefighter safety. Chances are the team has some great ideas. Now you have a solution to bring their ideas to life. Elkhart’s EXM operating system.

Fully CAN bus compatible, the versatility designed into EXM is unmatched by any competitive system. The unique “plug and play” architecture streamlines apparatus design, is totally programmable and can be operated via wired or wireless communication. It’s the ultimate system and the ultimate solution.

Learn more at elkhartEXM.com.